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KEY TAKEAWAYS
n

Ultra-luxury Mixed-use development in prime Brentwood location in Davidson County
(2020 Emerging Trends in Real Estate Report)

n

Nashville ranked the third best real estate market in the country (2020 Emerging Trends)

n

Exceptionally strong team assembled for development, construction, management, F&B and operations

n

Incredible investment opportunity with estimated IRR at 25.5%

n

31-month construction timeline

n

Development is fully entitled and undergoing permitting process to begin construction Q1 2020

n

Outstanding architectural design from master planning through interior design finishes

n

Ranked # 1, “Hottest travel destination of 2018” – Huffington Post UK

n

Ranked “Fastest growing large metro city” – US Bureau of Labor and Statistics
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VISION
OBJECTIVE

WHY BRIAN PAUL HOTEL

Create a paradigm shifting, ultra-luxury hotel and spa,

The Brian Paul strives to provide amplified luxury accommodations

music venue, and exclusive residential community on a

in the greater Nashville area, becoming one of the top luxury

breathtaking 20-acre hilltop in the heart of Brentwood;

hotels, communities and event venues in the world—yielding well

just eight miles south of downtown Nashville

over $80 + million in annual revenues upon stabilization and
employing nearly 500 full-time staffers

TARGET MARKET

WHY OUR TEAM

This unique development will cater to business

Top talent collaborates on this once-in-a-lifetime project:

professionals, discerning travelers, and entertainment

experienced development and operational team, the

VIPs with an appetite for luxury and a passion for music,

internationally recognized firm of Wade Weissmann

adventure, and five-star service

Architecture. co-developer Advent Partners and
Aimbridge & Evolution Hospitality
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

BRIAN PAUL
HOTEL

Easy access off of I-65 and Old Hickory Blvd

Located just 8 miles from the heart of Downtown Nashville
and 13 miles from the Airport
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THE HOTEL

HOTEL OVERVIEW
HOTEL

SECOND FLOOR

Approximately 258 total keys consisting of 231 hotel rooms

Masterfully composed ballroom with more than 500-person

and suites, 14 Extended-stay apartments and 13 luxury

capacity, breakout conference rooms, extensive pre-function

Townhouse condominiums

spaces, and Wellness Spa

MAIN FLOOR
Welcoming lobby, diverse but upscale food and beverage
outlets, including a world class feature restaurant, multiple
event spaces, four retail outlets, an experiential floral

POOL CLUB
15,000 sf veranda private Pool Club including Grille, bar,
spas, changing rooms, outdoor fireplaces

studio, and an enclosed courtyard with a wine grotto bar

VIP PRIVATE CLUB

carved into the hill

Exclusive kitchen, private chef, bar, restaurant, veranda,
loggia, and multiple seating areas
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HOTEL OVERVIEW

Hotel Facade with Music Venue on Left

Living Room Bar
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MUSIC VENUE
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MUSIC VENUE OVERVIEW
SPACE

TECHNOLOGY

The only area hotel featuring a state of the art music venue

It will showcase the highest quality in sound, lighting,

capable of seating over 650 guests in over 33,000 sq. ft.,

and image capture technology to enhance the live music

providing the ultimate viewing and streaming experience

experience, both for the fans in the venue and viewers

through technology and advice from our music industry equity

enjoying shows through live-streams and recorded content

partners, who will co-manage the facility

SEATING

BACKSTAGE

The concert hall will include a frontstage standing area, three

Musicians will enjoy the enormous backstage area that will

rows of built-in club-style booths, a mezzanine seating area,

offer the ultimate experience in comfort and privacy for our

and VIP private level

featured artists and their guests
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WELLNESS FACILITY AND SPA
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WELLNESS FACILITY AND SPA OVERVIEW
SIZE

WELLNESS COMPLEX

The Wellness Spa building will have a more than 35,000

The Wellness Facility will have a large, 24-hour health

sq. ft. footprint with a series of three different treatment

club and fitness facility, spanning over 5,000 sq ft

pools and spas in the center courtyard

complete with studios, and state-of-the-art equipment
instruction and private trainers available

AMENITIES
The spa will include: three Himalayan salt caves, eleven

DINING

treatment rooms, two oversized treatment suites, and

Health-focused Spa Bistro restaurant and learning

men and women’s locker rooms with hot and cold plunge

kitchen will host guest chefs and cooking classes

pools, saunas, and steam rooms

HOMES
In addition, thirteen penthouse condominiums will be
located above the courtyard
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COMMERCIAL AND EXTENDED STAY
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COMMERCIAL SPACE AND
EXTENDED STAY APARTMENTS OVERVIEW
SIZE

EXTENDED STAY

A mixed-use commercial building with approximately

14 extended-stay luxury hotel apartments/suites on the

40,000 enclosed sq. ft., will be located in the Upper Village

third and fourth floor will all have approximately 2,200
sq. ft. of space and furnished outdoor balconies

COMMERCIAL

WRITING ROOMS

Approximately 10,000 sq. ft. of professional and

Four Music Writing Suites will be available on the

commercial space will be located on the second floor

ground level to be leased or rented daily
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PRIVATE GARDEN HOMES

Garden Homes Courtyard

Garden Home Front Elevations

Garden Home Street View

Garden Home Living Room
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PRIVATE GARDEN HOMES OVERVIEW
SIZE

ACCESS

Two luxury Garden Homes, each with approximately 4,900

Private streets with gated access and private entrances

sq. ft. of finished space, 2,700 sq. ft. of garage level

as well as public access

space, and a 1,400 sq. ft. outdoor courtyard totaling over
9,000 sq. ft. of livable space

AMENITIES

FEATURES

Homeowners will have access to all community/hotel

Each will include a private garden, plunge pool, and

24/7 fitness facility, room service, and music/writing/

underground private parking level that can be finished

recording resources

amenities including the VIP Special Access clubs, spa,

into living space if desired

MUSIC
Access to recording studio and writing rooms located in
the Upper Village
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MARKET OVERVIEW

LOCATION

The Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area currently

The international consulting and professional services

has the fifth lowest unemployment among Large Metro

firm PricewaterhouseCoopers ranked Nashville the

Areas according to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

third best real estate market in the country in their
2020 Emerging Trends in real estate report after

In 2018 alone, Amazon selected Nashville to build

ranking Nashville the fifth best market in 2019

its new Operations Center of Excellence with 5,000
jobs at an average salary of $150,000 and banking
giant AllianceBernstein announced its plans to move
its global headquarters from New York to Nashville,
creating 1,000 jobs at an average salary of $200,000
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LOCATION
The Brian Paul Hotel will be located on
“Summit Hill” in Brentwood, Tennessee,
within the boundaries of the Nashville MSA
In October 2018, a national study named
Brentwood the fourth best small city in
America; the study ranked 1,200 U.S.
cities, measuring 40 key metrics, including
affordability, education, quality of life, and
safety; nearby Franklin, TN was ranked 99
on the same list
We believe that the affluent Brentwood
submarket is in prime position to benefit
from the growth, especially in Williamson
County, the seventh wealthiest county in
the country, per the U.S. Census Bureau
Source: Best Small Cities of 2018 Study, WalletHub
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LOCATION
Brentwood median housing value is $555,800,
significantly higher than Nashville (at $246,800)
Brentwood median income is over $148,000,
making it the wealthiest city in Williamston
County, according to the U.S. Census Bureau
Brentwood and Franklin count 148 office
buildings, totaling 10.2 million sq. ft. of office
space with only a 14% vacancy rate; in two years,
an additional 3.3 million sq. ft. of new office and
mix use space will be available
The higher income and affluence of the
neighborhood is a positive attribute for the
development (just minutes from the natural
beauty of Radnor Lake State Park)
Source: Data USA, INK Hospitality
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NASHVILLE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Just six miles from downtown, the Nashville International
Airport (BNA) is the 33rd busiest airport in the U.S.
14 airlines offer 450 daily flights – 14.9 million passengers
served in Fiscal Year (FY) 2018
In 2017, BNA established itself as the fastest-growing
airport of its size in the nation
The airport’s $1.2 billion “BNA Vision” renovation will
expand the airport’s capabilities
Upon its completion in 2023, it will include:
• A Parking and Transportation Center
• A new Concourse D
• An expanded central terminal
• A state-of-the-art International Arrivals Facility
The number of passengers using the airport is expected to
double within the next 20 years
Source: 2018 Nashville International Airport Report
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NOTABLE CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
1.

Amazon Center of Operational Excellence (2021)

2.

AllianceBernstein (2020)

3.

Bridgestone Americas

4.

Caterpillar Financial

5.

Community Health Systems

6.

Delek US

7.

Dollar General

8.

HCA Healthcare

9.

LifePoint Health

10. Mars Petcare
11. Mitsubishi Motors HQ (2020)
12. Nissan North America
13. Tractor Supply Company
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
The Nashville Metropolitan Area is lacking a true ultra-luxury boutique hotel and has only one five-star property,
The Hermitage Hotel
There are numerous lifestyle hotels under development in downtown Nashville, which show the strength of the
demand and which will help further drive the overall ADR positioning of the upper-end hotels. Relevant projects
include Grand Hyatt, W Hotel, 1 Hotel, Virgin Hotel and a Four Seasons
There are currently no boutique or upscale hotels in the Brentwood/Franklin/Cool Springs area that we see as a
direct competitor or even consider to be luxury
There are currently no other hotels offering a live music venue for approximately 650 guests and no other luxury
hotel currently has the level of event space that the Brian Paul will offer
None of the Brentwood, Franklin, or Cool Springs hotels currently offer a world-class, full-service spa; this
kind of high-end spa and fitness facility experience is not currently available in the area; with the high-income
earners who reside in the area and interstate access, it will have a competitive advantage within the market
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NASHVILLE ENTERTAINMENT VENUES
Venue

Capacity

Distance from BPH (miles)

Nissan Stadium

69,100

10.5

Vanderbilt Stadium

40,550

10.2

MLS Stadium (opening in 2021)

30,500

7.8

Bridgestone Arena

18,500

9.5

First Tennessee Park

10,000

10.7

Municipal Auditorium

9,700

10.5

Ascend Amphitheater

6,800

9.3

Graystone Quarry (currently expanding)

7,500

19.3

Grand Ole Opry House

4,300

16.8

Ryman Auditorium

2,300

9.7

AEG Nashville Yards

4,200

8.1
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OUR TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Brian Weissmann – Founder, CEO

Preston Adams – Co-Developer, Board Member

Over the last 25 years, Mr. Weissmann has purchased, developed,
designed and built multiple projects around the country; Founder
of Prepress Graphics and R&B Group, EVP of Business Development
at Schawk, Inc., Partner and EVP of Branding & Acquisitions at
Southern Graphics Systems, Inc.

President of Advent Partners, a Nashville based real estate business.
Mr. Adams was Administrator of a five-star Skilled Nursing Facility with
National HealthCare Corporation (NHC) before returning to Nashville to
consolidate his family’s real estate holdings into Advent Partners and
obtain his M.B.A at Vanderbilt. Advent is co-developing the project

Jim Dahmus – President, Board Member

Aimbridge/Evolution Hospitality, Board Member

Throughout his nearly 40-year career Mr. Dahmus has played roles
as Executive VP, CFO, and Investor; Executive VP and CFO of Advo;
Executive VP and CFO of Sunny Delight; Executive VP and CFO of
Southern Graphics; M.B.A. from Kellogg (Northwestern); Head of
Global Finance for Procter & Gamble

Aimbridge is the largest third-party hotel management company
in North America. The Aimbridge management portfolio is
extensive with more than 100,000 rooms, spanning 44 states
and seven countries. Aimbridge partners with globally recognized
hospitality brands and focuses on all property types including
resorts, luxury and lifestyle hotels.

Wade Weissmann – Director of Design, Board Member
Founder of Wade Weissmann Architecture (WWA), a internationally
recognized, full-service boutique architecture firm with projects
spanning the U.S. and abroad
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OPERATING PARTNER
Aimbridge today is the largest third-party hotel management company in
North America. The Aimbridge management portfolio is extensive with more
than 100,000 rooms, spanning 44 states and seven countries. Aimbridge partners
with globally recognized hospitality brands and focuses on all property types
including resorts, luxury and lifestyle hotels.

Aimbridge has successfully established itself as an industry leader through
diversified service offerings and is able to create value during each phase of
the real estate cycle. Our scale and growth provide owner benefits in property
management, including technology, talent and procurement. Owners also
benefit from our unique access to capital, brand relationships, local market
knowledge, and business development teams.
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In 2015 Evolution became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aimbridge Hospitality.
Based in Orange County, California, Evolution Hospitality is a private, independent
third-party hospitality management company. Aimbridge’s lifestyle division
Evolution Hospitality will be the hotel operator.
n

Highly revenue and sales driven

n

Robust infrastructure, including Second Wave, in-house digital
and creative marketing agency

n

Diverse portfolio and skillset; able to drive performance at all hotel types

n

Strong relationships and years of experience with all major brand families

n

Carefully curated portfolio of distinct and stylish
lifestyle, boutique, independent and soft-branded
assets in key urban markets across the country

n

Significant experience with new build hotel projects,
creating value before a shovel is in the ground
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Aimbridge Hospitality and Interstate Hotels & Resorts To Merge
n

Combined scale, resources and global reach creates value for hotel wwners

n

Aimbridge Hospitality, North America’s largest independent hotel management firm

n

Interstate Hotels & Resorts a leading independent multinational hotel operator

n

Portfolio of more than 1,400 properties in 49 states, and 20 countries.

n

Aimbridge and Interstate will have the scale, resources and global reach to reinforce their
leading hospitality offerings,delivering superior financial and investment performance
for hotel partners and create positive experiences for guests.

n

Hotel owners will benefit from a scaled, global platform; enhanced data and analytic capabilities;
a top talent pool; and increased support and resources, including sales, marketing, ecommerce
and revenue management infrastructure

n

This enhanced offering will position the combined company for further growth and international expansion

n

The merged company will be a premier employer in the hospitality industry, with a talent pool of more
than 60,000 employees delivering best-in-class service

n

Advent International, one of the largest and most experienced global private equity investors, acquired
a majority ownership stake in Aimbridge earlier this year and will assume majority ownership of the 		
combined entity.The firm has invested in over 345 private equity transactions in 41 countries, with
$36 billion in assets under management
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WADE WEISSMANN ARCHITECTURE
Design / Masterplanning / Heirloom Residential Architecture
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EARL SWENSSON ASSOCIATES
Architect of Record (Nashville, TN)
Nashville’s largest architectural firm; notable projects:
Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center, Dream
Hotel, Margaritaville Hotel, Hyatt Holston House,
AT&T’s TN Headquarters, Schermerhorn Symphony
Center, Gaillard Auditorium, Hotel Hershey Spa
Addition, and Malliouhana Spa
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HOTEL INTERIOR DESIGNER

SPA INTERIOR DESIGNER

BHDM

DAVID DALTON INC.

(Founded by Dan Mazzarini)
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Yates Companies top the rankings of the nation’s largest hotel sector
contractors and construction management firms, as reported in Building
Design+Construction’s 2019 Giants 300 Report.
Their portfolio includes projects from various sectors including arts and culture,
civil, commercial, education, entertainment and gaming, federal, healthcare,
hospitality, manufacturing, municipal, retail, and technology. They have a
reputation of working hard to understand their client’s business needs
and continually look for opportunities to provide additional value to
clients and their projects.
n

Number 1 in Top 25 Entertainment

n

Number 1 in Tennessee Top 10 Contractors

n

1.7 million+ sq ft in Nashville with $650M under construction in Nashville

n

Over 8,500 employees

n

Over $12 billion in Hotel/Hospitality Construction and over
55,000 Keys Hospitality Construction

n

Financially sound with $4 billion bonding capacity
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PARTNERS
OTHER CONSULTANTS RELATING TO
CONSTRUCTION/PROGRAMMING/OTHERS

LAW FIRMS/LEGAL

TTL Inc. – Geo Testing
Barlow Builders - Award-winning Residential contractor
Big Daddy Antiques – Custom Furniture, Custom Lighting
Celebrity Chef - Director of F&B (to be announced)
ASA Engineering and Catalyst Construction
Jigsaw - strategic planning, PR, Nashville-based
Magical Threads - Marketing, Branding, Consulting
Natalie Rowe - Spa Consultant
Tim Riffle Environments - Florist & Floral Senior Manager
Sam Tell Companies - Kitchen, Laundry, BOH Consultants
Amy Sacco - Director of Celebrity Engagement & Events
neodeco - branding, image consulting, creative direction
Mitchell Binder - Founder King Baby Jewelry
Anna Hoffman Landscape Architecture - Landscape Architect

ReedSmith, LLP

Waller Law - Nashville

Daspin & Aument, LLP

MUSIC VENUE & DEVELOPMENT
Jeff Stein - Director of Entertainment Content
Streamline Event Agency - Programming/Design
Theatre Consultants Collaborative - Design/Systems
CTS – Production/Integration AVL & Acoustic Development
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

The Brian Paul Hotel
IRR Analysis
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The Brian Paul Hotel
Sources & Uses

40

The Brian Paul Hotel
Detailed Development Budget

41

The Brian Paul Hotel

Quarterly Development Schedule
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n

Please see detailed Financial Model, Pro Forma and projections as prepared and approved by
Aimbridge Hospitality in separate Excel document

n

Please see detailed Development Budget with corresponding Draw Schedule in separate Excel document

n

Please see additional financial analysis and Feasibility Studies conducted by HVS, CBRE
in separate pdf documents

n

Please see additional Independent Economic Impact Studies in separate pdf documents
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THANK YOU

